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I have made a bridge of
my Son, with walls and a
roof of mercy.  and the
hostelry of holy Church is
there, lest journeying pil-
grims faint on the way.
                     Dialogue 21:27

Editor�s Note

The coverage of the June-

September Issue of the TULAY is historic

events studded, and gallery of local &

international events in the lives of the

O.P.-Siena Sisters.

August 22 is the Queenship of Our Lady

September 8 is the Birthday of Mary

Immaculate

Gabriel said to Mary “ The Holy Spirit will

come upon you and the power of the most

High  will overshadow you” Mary offered

herself for the incarnation of   God’s word.

Mary’s submission to God’s will is the

creative submission of the liberated

human being  who being  unattached

from all other but God  and therefore not

subject to  any human being-is free to serve

God. Mary’s sinlessness , however, must

be understood in the  wider  context of

love, self-giving , sensitivity, and readiness

to take risk

Mary , our Queen and Mother had an

intimate and loving personal relationship

with God. From the time of her

unequivocal acceptance to become the

Mother of  Jesus during the annunciation

to her steadfast presence  at the foot of

the cross of her Son, she showed this

unflinching  trust, surrender, and

obedience to God’s will, even when it was

difficult to do so.

A crown of glory   that is worn by the

Blessed Virgin  Mary as she sits beside her

Son, Jesus Christ , the King awaits  those

who finish the race .  We honor  Mary as

the Queen of heaven and earth  by   virtue

of her maternal relationship

with the King

Mary  is crowned in glory. She shines forth

as Queen of the angels and saints.  At the

center of this unfolding event  of Mary’s

coronation we are led to greater hope

for the kingdom toward which we journey

as members of the Pilgrim people of God

in history.  (Ref.: “Daily Prayers  &

Reflection-2008” & “Bible Diary”)

July 26-Foundation Day &   August 24-

Foundress Day

The Beaterio de Santa Catalina de Sena

was formally founded on July26, 1696

with Mother Francisca del Espiritu Santo

de Fuentes as Prioress General  She was a

woman of prayer, deep love for God, a

mystic and a lover of the sick, poor and

the young.  Mother Francisca and the

Beatas  underwent several trials .  It was

in suffering , in patient endurance and in

perseverance in prayerful life  that the

Beatas found the source of their growth

and vitality.

Today the embryo of The   Beaterio  has

developed into the Congregation of

Dominican Sisters of St. Catherine of Siena.

The  mustard  seed has grown into a

luscious  tree that expands its branches

all over the Philippines and abroad.

This Congregation , moved by the spirit of

St. Dominic, looks up and forward to

render more services to God and the

Church for the expansion of truth and love

in the Kingdom of Christ. (Ref. : “Chrysalis

of a Dominican Congregation”-Fr. Fidel
Villarroel,O.P.)

                        -  Sr. Aurelia Navarro, OP

Sr. Anunciacion Ayson, O.P.

Our dear Sr. Anunciacion, O.P. peacefully died
in her sleep at exactly 12:00 midnight  of July
28, 2008 at Sta. Catalina, Motherhouse in
Quezon City.  She was known for her child like
simpl ic ity, devotion to the Bl essed Virgin Mary,
St. Catherine of Siena and M other Francisca,
our dear Foundress.  She was lovable, kind-
hearted and prayerful.  She loved the Congre-
gation  so much and also her family and
friends.  She was 94 years old.

Interment  last July 29, 2008 was at the Garden
of Resurrection at San Jose del Monte City,
Bul acan after the 9:00 a.m. concelebrated
mass with Fr. Fausto Gomez, O.P. as main
celebrant.

Sr. Pia Macauba, O.P.

Mission minded, kind, loving, prayerful and
childlike - that was Sr. Pia  to friends and sisters
in the Congregation.  True to her mission
minded spirit she d ied  in the midst of the people
she loved most - the Mangyans in Sablayan,
Mindoro Occidental last August 14, 2008 at ex-
actly 12:00 noon from cardio vascular acci-
dent (stroke).  She was airlifted by a helicopter
the next day August 15, 2008 and arrived at the
Villamor Airbase at 2:30 p.m. with Sr. Mary Fe
Encarnacion, O.P., her Superior.  She was
fetched there by M. Teresa, M. Cecilia, Sr.
Aurel ia, Sr. Annabelle, Sr. Clara and Sr. Nel ita
while Sr. Salome waited for the group at Arling-
ton Funeral Homes.  The sisters kept a round
the clock vigil since she arrived the
Motherhouse last August 15 until August 18,
2008 before the 9:00 am funeral mass attended
by her family, relatives and the sisters commu-
nities.  she was entered at the Garden of the
Resurrection - the final resting place of the Do-
minican sisters of St. Catherine of Siena.

A JOURNEY WELL
LIVED!
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The CONSTITUTIONS of the Congregation of
Dominican Sisters of St. Catherine of Siena provides

that the Prioress  General  shall  visit all the Houses of
the Congregation thrice during her term of office in person

or through a delegate.

A canonical  visitation is the
examination or investigation  by

the legitimate Superior  either
personally or through a delegate ,
regarding the government of the
individual Houses of the
Congregation , the life of the Sisters
who  dwell there  and the spiritual
and financial condition of the
Congregation itself.

The theme  for this year’s
canonical  visitation is
“Renewing Spiritual
Vitality of Religious
Communities” which is a
reminder to help the
Sisters face
c o n t e m p o r a r y
challenges  in their  life
and mission today.
Spiritual vitality means we let  the grace
of God flow  through our spirits  bringing
life  and vigor to our Religious
community.

Mother Teresa Examen, O.P., the
Prioress General of the Congregation
of Dominican Sisters of St. Catherine of
Siena started  this year’s canonical visit
in December, 2007 and finished on
September 15, 2008. She visited   all
our communities here and abroad.

After her Canonical Visits  she
issued a circular letter  with
observations, commendations and
recommendations  thanking the
Sisters and praying that Mother
Francisca del Espiritu Santo
intercede for the growth of  our
Congregation especially in the
holiness of our  life  as we carry
on the  mission she entrusted us
to continue.,

LUZON LOCAL ANIMATORS…

    by M. Ma. Cecilia Calaguas, OP

The Local Animators in Luzon are doing their
best to be faithful and responsive to their
scheduled Growth Day & Quarterly meetings.
There is no shortage of concerns in their
respective communities, but when the time
comes,  they take time out to sit on those
concerns  for awhile, in order to recharge
themselves and be ready to meet pending
challenges with more understanding,
graciousness and kindness,  to be true to their
role as “animators”! Thank God for the inputs
and insights of  speakers, the ever-ready
support of Mother General, and the remarkable
openness of the Superiors to the gentle
whispers of the Holy Spirit!

 It is wonderful to note that all are almost always
present at every Meeting and Growth Day,  with
the  exception of the Local Superior in Gattaran,
because of distance and understandable /
excusable circumstances! But Sr. Felipa
surprises the group once in a while, to  assert
her serious responsibility – to be attuned and
updated to what animators are supposed to BE
(and not what they are supposed TO DO!)  Bravo
to Sr. Felipa who, despite her irregularity,
successfully maintains a sweet animating spirit
in her community.

The varied activities of the Luzon animators
during their Growth Days and Quarterly
Meetings  offer much opportunities to share,
and appreciate the highlights of life and
happenings in their respective communities,
as well as to evaluate and plan to  do some
innovations in  some areas of the Sisters’
community activities,  prayer-life , etc., that
should make community life more inspiring,
enjoyable and never boring!.

With all the young people in their charge, they
realize  that a spiritual animator these days
needs to be truly ALIVE, SENSITIVE to needs,
feelings, and non-verbal communications,
REFLECTIVE of each day’s happenings,
OBSERVANT of  reactions and responses, in
order to know when to strike a match and keep
the tiny light burning to brighten some graying
areas of community life, or how  to keep the
community in an effervescent mood for the
apostolate, COMPASSIONATE and
SYMPATHETIC,  and most importantly, to
be very SUPPORTIVE!  But above all  they
should be PRAYERFUL! Quite a tall
order, but that’s the order!  So, dear
Animators,    JUST DO IT!

Keep-

ing

in

Charlotte, North

Carolina

Ethiopia

Sisters
assigned abroad

Salisbury, North
Carolina

Rome

Ethiopia
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From the Desk of THE COMMISSION ON  GOVERNMENT

 CANONICAL  VISITS
of Mother Teresa Examen, OP

Keeping in touch with love and care...



CATECHESIS IN THE SERVICE OF
THE EUCHARIST

by Sr. Maria Rosa Go, O.P.

After  the Seminar-Workshop  with Fr.
      Bobby  Pinto, OP  on  Religious Life

in Canon Law on June 27, 2008 held at the
Mother Francisca Spiritual Center, Lagao,
I decided to stay for the Annual Meeting of
Catechetical Ministers, July 7 – 11, 2008
since its venue is General Santos City.  I
have to admit I was reluctant to attend it
because it meant I had to wait for more
than a week when I have other things to do
back in QC.

But God indeed is a God of surprises…
and pleasant surprises!  I had no idea of
the program.  All I knew was it was a national
catechetical convention.  When I got hold
of the program schedule, I can only thank
God (and of course, Sr. Sophie, OP who
convinced me to attend the convention).
All resource facilitators were my favorite and
admired speakers:  Bishop Socrates
Villegas, DD of the Diocese of Balanga, Fr.
Anscar Chupungco, OSB, the guru of
Liturgy and Fr. Genaro Diwa, chair of the
Ministry for Liturgical Affairs (Manila).

Allow me to share with you some salient
points from their well-presented power-
point talks:

1. Rev. Fr. Anscar Chupungco, OSB
established the relationship or
connection of catechesis with liturgy,
in particular, the Eucharist:  Catechesis
is at the service of the Eucharist.  Good
liturgical celebrations are “catechesis
in action”.  He supported his statement
with some Church documents:
Evangelii Nuntiandi, no. 47 of Pope
Paul VI, Catechesi Tradendae, no. 23
of Pope John Paul II and the General
Catechetical Directory, nos. 97-176 of
the Congregation for the Clergy.

· Two Church documents on the
Eucharist were expounded:  Pope
John Paul  II’s “Ecclesia de
Eucharistia” and Pope Benedict XVI’s
“Sacramentum Caritatis”

· According to Fr. Anscar, the first
chapter of Pope JP II’s “Ecclesia de
Eucharistia” is more of the Pope’s
meditation on the Eucharist:  “I wish
once more to recall this truth and to
join you, my dear brothers and
sisters, in adoration before this
mystery:  a great mystery, a mystery
of mercy.  What more could Jesus
have done for us?  Truly, in the
Eucharist, he shows us a love which
goes to the end, a love which knows
no measure (no. 11).

· There must be a healthy and fruitful
balance between the Mass as a
community meal (the Last Supper)
and as the memorial celebration of the
sacrifice of the cross (Calvary).
Catechists should exhort the faithful to
bring to the Eucharistic celebration
their daily concerns, sacrifices and
miseries as their personal participation
in the sacrifice of Christ.  Often what
we can offer at Mass are not our good
works and resources but our human
frailty.

· The social dimension of the
Eucharistic celebration:  the Eucharist
increases our sense of responsibility
for the world today.  We break bread,
even when it is painful to do so, in order
to share ourselves and our resources
with others; and we share, even when
it hurts our pockets and invades our
convenience zone, in order to express
love.  It is in this Eucharistic love that
we build the Christian community.

· Catechists have the task to promote
not only active participation in the
Eucharistic celebration but also
personal adoration before the Blessed
Sacrament.

· The dignity of the Eucharistic
celebration requires, according to the
Holy Father, “that the liturgical norms
for the celebration of the Eucharist be
observed with great fidelity” (no. 52)

· In “Sacramentum Caritatis” Pope
Benedict XVI reviews the meaning of
each sacrament in the light of their
relationship with the Eucharist.

· He wrote:  “While recognizing that
Saturday evening, beginning with first
vespers, is already part of Sunday and
a time when the Sunday obligation can
be fulfilled, we need to remember that
it is Sunday itself that is meant to be
kept holy, lest it end up as a day ‘empty
of God’” (no. 73).

2.  Most Rev. Socrates Villegas, DD
traced the development of First
Communion from the early Church
history citing the common practice of
infants receiving Communion after they
were baptized.  The manner of
communicating infants was by dipping
the finger in the consecrated chalice
and then applying it to the tongue of
the child.  Evidence also shows that
the other consecrated species was
also given in similar circumstances.

·      The Church laws today on First
Communion provide that children may
not be admitted to the Blessed
Eucharist until they have attained to
years of discretion, but when this
period is reached then they are bound
to receive this Sacrament.

·       In the best-supported view of
theologians, the age of discretion is
not the attainment of a definite number
of years, but the arrival at a certain stage
in mental development when children
become able to discern the
Eucharistic from ordinary bread, to
realize in some measure the dignity
and excellence of the Sacrament of
the Altar, to believe in the Real
Presence, and adore Christ under the
sacramental veils.

· As far as age is concerned, the
most suitable age seems to be
still seven to eight years, as we
have it today, and this for
many reasons.

From the Desk of THE  COMMISSION ON  LITURGY AND PRAYER
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· From
all this it is

clear that the
age of

discretion for
receiving Holy

Communion is that
at which the child

knows the difference
between the Eucharistic

Bread and ordinary, material
bread, and can
t h e r e f o r e
approach the altar
with proper
devotion.

· Perfect knowledge
of the things of
faith, therefore, is
not required, for
an elementary
k n o w l e d g e
s u f f i c e s - s o m e
knowledge;

· Similarly, full use
of reason is not
required, for a
certain beginning
of the use of
reason, that is,
some use of
reason  suffices.

· Regarding First
Confession, he
said, “the coupling
of Confession with
Communion, if on
one hand it
impresses and
confirms in the
conscience the
central position of
the Eucharist-
which is one of the
most beneficial
truths for the Christian life-on the other
hand presents disadvantages,
because it could determine the
beginning of the habit of not going to

Confession except when Communion
is to be received.

·  This difficulty, however, does not
necessarily imply a delay of
Confession; it can be overcome by
anticipating Confession, thus
separating it from Communion at least
for a month or so and making it the
beginning of the preparatory phase of
first Communion.

3.  Rev. Fr. Genaro Diwa tackled the topic
on “Liturgical Catechesis with children
and Youth”

· The Directory for Masses with Children
is a document that has attempted to
address the issue of the relationship of
Catechesis and the celebration of the
Eucharist and to give guidelines to those
who are in charge of the preparation of
the liturgy for children and for catechists.
The Directory tries to respond to the
problem arising from the fact that the
liturgical celebrations “cannot fully

exercise their inherent
pedagogical force upon
children” (no.2).

· Children in this
document refer to those
who have not yet
entered the period of
p r e a d o l e s c e n c e ,
between the ages of
nine and twelve.

· The Directory insists
on the need to impart
Eucharistic catechesis
to children: “even in the
case of children, the
liturgy itself always
exerts its own inherent
power to instruct” (no.
12). Example: the
presidential prayers of
the Mass.

· The Conference
of Bishops is required
to make adaptations of
the Supplement to the
Directory. If there is
none yet then the
following principles
are to be our guides:
first, every Mass with
children will have to be
prepared individually,
taking into account
the particular
needs and

situation of the group of children.
Second, it is necessary to be
guided by the operative
principle that for the

From the Desk of THE COMMISSION ON LITURGY AND PRAYER

THE RULE OF ST. AUGUSTINE

Some sisters have asked me if it is possible to delete the Rule of
St. Augustine from the BCD since they felt that the text of the Rule is

not anymore understandable in our context today.

I raised their question to our dear brother, Fr. Honorato Castigador, OP
who is a canonist.  His reply was:  the Rule cannot be deleted since it
is an essential part of the living of our Dominican life.  He recommended
that we get a revised edition of the Rule.

Fortunately, I got hold of a copy of the revised edition through the
courtesy of the Dominican Daughters of the Immaculate Mother.  I  have
prepared a copy for each community.

I would like to quote some important points which will help us appreciate
the Rule and see it from its proper perspective:

“The fundamental ideas of the Rule are built up around the ideal of the
Jerusalem community from Acts 4: 31-35.  Love and community here
have pride of place:  a good community life is nothing other than the
practice of love.” (Character of the Rule, no.3)

For Augustine, “the first community of Jerusalem plays the role of an
ancient dream which becomes an ideal for the present and for the future.
We could characterize the Rule of Augustine as a call to the evangelical
equality of all people.  It voices the Christian demand to bring all men
and women into full community.  At the same time it sounds an implicit
protest against inequality in a society so clearly marked by
possessiveness, pride and power…” (Character of the Rule, no. 4)

The revised edition presents the Rule with a new
format for easy and understandable reading.

“… to be of one mind and one heart
in the service of God.” (BCD, 3)

4



From the desk of THE COMMISSION ON RELIGIOUS CONSECRATION

preparation of Masses with children
the current Order of Mass is normative.

· There are many possibilities for active
participation. We should avoid the
tendency to make “active” to “super-
active”, and “participation” to an
excuse of liturgy worship. The caution
is given to us: “In all this, it should be
kept in mind that external activities will
be fruitless and even harmful if they do
not serve the internal participation of
the children” (no. 22).

The 5-day  meeting of catechetical

ministers was truly a communion with the
Lord, communion with fellow catechists
(priests, religious and lay people) and
communion with creation (the beauty of
South Cotabato) through in-puts,
liturgical celebrations, socialization,
camaraderie, and tours.

With me were Sister Estrella Tangan, OP
and Sister Meriz Ocampo, OP of Siena
College, QC.  Of course, we were
welcomed and well-taken cared by the
ever-energetic secretary of ECCCE,
Sister Jesusa Enginco, OP.

2008-2009 PLAN  REALIZED
by  Sr. Ma. Sofia Taguinod, O.P.

 The 3-year plan of the Religious
Consecration Commission  included
a talk on the Vows and their relevance
in the World Today to be given 2008-
2009.  The plan was realized last may
31, 2008.  The Seminar-Woprkshop
was facilitated  by Rev. Fr. Roberto
Pinto,O.P. with the theme :
RELIGIOUS   LIFE : Theology &
Canon Laws.  It was held at Mother
Francisca Spirituality Center, San Jose,
Bulacan attended by 116 partici[pants
represnting 25 communities in Luzon.
The objectives set for the seminar-
workshop were the following :

1. To deepen understanding of the
religious Life theologically and
in the light of Canon Laws ;

2. To provide venue for Sisters to
share experiences and insights
in meeting the challenges of
prophetic presence in the
Church and society today;

3. To realize the importance of
communal  discernment in
discovering the “Father’s will “
in living out our religious
consecrated  life today; and

4. To renew commitment to follow
Jesus and serve the Church.

     The content of Fr. Pinto’s talk was
more than what the participants earlier
expected  because  Fr.. Pinto,O.P. in
expanding Religious Life and its
theological and canonical implications
zeroed in on rights and obligations , and
apostolate.  His talk breathe new life
into our Book of Constitutions and
Directory.  The day’s activity
culminated in a workshop done by
communities and followed by an
interaction where  questions and
answers  were entertained.

     The same program was replicated
in Mindanao and Visayas on June
27,2008, held at Mother Francisca
Spirituality  Center , Lagao, General
Santos City. The regions were
represented by 50 participants coming
from 14 communities.  The community
in Oblati de Maria Immaculata  Rome
, Italy was represented by Sister
Virginia Eria,O.P. who fortunately was
home for a vacation.

   These  seminar- workshop was a joint
program – activity of the On-going
Formation Program and the  Religious
Consecration Commission headed  by
Sister Rosa Go,O.P. and  Sister Sofia
Taguinod,O.P. respectively.

Luzon Seminar  on Religious

Consecration

by Sr. Nelita Sumagaysay, OP

Last  May 31, 2008  One Hundred  Ten
O.P. Siena  Sisters from  Luzon
including Palawan and Bicol gathered
at MFES  Spirituality  Center, San
Jose , Bulacan for a  one-day seminar
on Religious  Consecration with  Fr.
Bobby  Pinto, O.P. as speaker.

The day  started with a heartwarming
welcome  by Sr. Sofia and was
followed by a soul-full Opening  Bible
Service  from  our  Siena College ,  Q.
C. Sisters.  Fr. Bobby in his talk tackled
“Religious  Life in Canon Law”
stressing  People of  God  and the
Religious  Life. He gaved  the 1917
Code known as Vatican  1 during the
reigned of Pope Pius X- Pope Benedict
XV on  May 27, 1917 and the 1983
Code  known  as Vatican 11  through
Pope Paul V1- Pope John   Paul 11 on
January 25, 1983.

The 1983 code deals about the
obligations and rights  of  Institutes and
of  their members. Canon 662-667
speaks about the Religious Life as the
Following of  Christ.  It states  that
Religious are to find their  supreme
rule  of life  in the  following  of Christ
as proposed in the Gospel and as
expressed in the Constitutions  of their
own  Institute . Hence, the  Religious
principal duty is the  contemplation
of things divine and constant union
with God in prayer They  have to
participate in the Eucharistic Sacrifice
and devote  themselves to  reading  the
Sacred Scriptures and mental prayer.
They  have to  celebrate the Liturgy of
the Hours, perform other exercises of
piety  and have a special  devotion  to
Mary, the  Virgin Mother of  God.
They  also have  to observe  the  period
of  annual  retreat.

Canon 277,285,286 summarizes
the responsibilities of the
Religious.   The apostolate
of all  religious 5
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consists primarily  in the
witness  of their  consecrated

life  which  they are    bound to
foster through prayer and

penance. Religious are  obliged
to observe  perfect  and perpetual

continence  for the sake   of the
kingdom of  heaven and therefore  are

bound to celibacy  which is a special gift of
God. Likewise , whatever the religious acquires

by personal labour , or on behalf  of  the Institute, belongs
to the Institute.  Superiors  and members  are faithfully  to
hold  fast to the mission and works  which are proper to
the Institute. According to the needs of  time and place,
however, they  are prudently  to  adopt them, making use
of  new   and appropriate means. Fr. Bobby  gently

reminded the  sisters  that there is no such thing as
retirement  for religious  when it comes to religious
obligations.

The afternoon  session  gave  way  to sharing  by
communities from the two questions  given before lunch
break   as follows:  1.  What are  the present  religious
practices  and structures in my  community that promote
the ideals  of religious life? 2.  How can I improve  our
religious  community in accordance  with the  church’s
ideals?

Responses  after being shared to the big group were
submitted  to the commission on Religious
Consecration. Surely, it  was the day  the Lord
has made,  loaded  with bountiful  graces and
blessings, we all  rejoiced in it.

VATICAN GIVES GUIDELINES ON RELIGIOUS OBEDIENCE

On  May 28, 2008  the Congregation for
Institutes of Consecrated Life and
Societies of Apostolic Life  published a 50 page

instruction titled , “The Service of Authority and
Obedience” .  It was presented to  the General  Assembly
of Superiors General  held at the Salesianum in Rome.

The root of religious obedience is seen in the  search
for  God and for His will which is particular  to believers.
Christian and religious obedience  does not, appear
simply as the implementation of ecclesiastical or religious
laws and rulings , but as the momentum of a journey in
search of God, which involves  listening  to His word
and becoming aware of His design of love, the
fundamental experience of  Christ , Who , out of love
was obedient  unto death on the cross.  Authority in
Religious Life must be understood in  this light as a way
to help  the community or institute to seek and achieve
the  will of  GOD..  Obedience, then , is not justified on
the basis of religious authority, because everyone in the
religious  community, first and foremost  the authorities
themselves are called to obedience.  Authority places
itself at the service on the community so that God’s will
be sought and achieved together.

Religious authority  should be placed in the context of  a
“ great shared commitment to obedience”.

The instruction also considers   the delicate matter of “
difficult obedience” that  in which what is requested  of
the religious is particularly   hard to carry out, in which
the subject feels he sees things which are better and
more useful for his soul than those  which the superior

orders him to do. Drawing from a still relevant text of Pope
Paul V!, the document  also dwells upon the possibility of
“objections of conscience’ in the subject who must obey.

Obedience in religious life  can give rise to difficult
experiencing  moments of discouragement and fatigue
which can lead  to resignation or inattention in exercrsing
an appropriate guidance.of the community.

The  reference  to conscience  helps people to consider
not just as a passive and irresponsible execution  of orders,
but  as a conscious shouldering  of commitments which
are a real actuation of  the will of God.

The document contains a serene and faith –motivated
exhortation obedience   and a vast  and coherent  set of
guidelines for the exercise of authority such as inviting
people to listen, favoring dialogue, sharing co-reponsibility,
and the merciful treatmnet of people entrusted to authority.

The instruction gives  particular resonance  to the religious
community as a place in which  under the guidance of the
superior, a form of community  discernment  must be
exercised in decision-making.This practice, for the
implementation of which important suggestions are offered,
does not however  eliminate the  role of authority.  And it
must not be forgotten that by ancient tradition  the highest
authority  within religious institutes resides in the General
Chapter or similar institution, which s a collegial body.

Reference : Vatican  Gives  Guidelines on Religious
Obedience, ( Zenit org.)
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June 26-28,2008. Mindanao OP-Siena
Sisters held the usual annual Regional
Sisters’ Assembly at the Mo. Francisca
Spirituality Center, Lagao, General Santos

City. During this gathering, all
schoolheads and other ministry heads
reported updates concerning their share
of apostolate.

The assembly was highlighted by the
presence of Fr. Roberto Pinto, OP who
gave a comprehensive talk on
RELIGIOUS CONSECRATION:
THEOLOGY AND CANONICAL NORMS.
This  was a one-day  seminar sponsored
by the Congregation through Sr. Ma. Sofia
Taguinod- Commission Chair on
Consecrated Life. This was facilitated by
Sr. Ma. Rosa Go, Director of the Office for
Continuing Formation.

July 28, 2008. All sisters were invited
in the  MOPSEA (Mindanao OP-
Siena Schools) Educational
Association General Assembly and
Organizational Meeting held at Notre
Dame Siena School of Marbel. The
keynote speaker of this said assembly
was Rev. Fr. Romeo Cathedral who
talked on Social Awareness and
Responsibility.

MINDANAO SISTERS’

ACTIVITIES JUNE-JULY, 2008 RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT

The Congregational Research and
Development  Office for  one of its functions
is networking, linkaging and project
proposal making.   For possible
connections visits to funding agencies
abroad.  Some of the funding agencies
visited on May 15 –June 15 , 2008  were:

  1. Spain-Manos Unidas
  2. Germany
  3.Kindermissionswerk, Missio, Misereor
  4. Holy Childhood, Propogation of Faith

      Conference of Bishops of  Rome, Italy
 We thank , Mother Teresa Examen,O.P.,
prioress General & General Councilors,
Sister Jeany Reburiano,O.P. & Sisters in
Rome and the Oblates of Mary Immaculate

(OMI)  with  their representative-Father
Jeevendra. Paul, O.M.I. in making all the
trips and visits  possible. Project proposals
of our  hospital, clinics,  retreat houses and
schools were submitted.

May Our Lord and Our Lady bless  us and
all our endeavors.

Fr. Hermann Schaluck,OFM
  MISSIO President

Mariqui Llinas & Patricia Llamas
Manos Unidas Officers

Fr. Jeevendra Paul, OMI
Grant Director
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Oh, how good and pleasant it is for
sisters to live together in unity.

Community living is one of the most
important in Religious Life. The
Religious Community of Holy Rosary
School of Pardo is a loving community
a community where each one is
supporting and helping each other. One
thing that I admire in our community
aside from the daily Eucharistic
Celebration, Regular confession and
the recitation of the Holy Rosary, is the

JOY that we share with each other
especially during meal and recreation.
We can find time to laugh at our
business. I believe that this is one of
the things that made others come to our
community and stay with us. Our very
own St. Dominic de Guzman is a joyful
friar and he enjoyed being with his
brethren and with others and we are
trying to live and practice it. Last July
26, Foundation Day of the
Congregation, the HRSP
personnel and students
greeted the sisters with

RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY -
A GIFT OF LOVE
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songs and
dances with

their simple
gifts of

appreciation for
their presence and

all the help they have
done for the improvement

of the school and community
both physical and the spiritual

aspect. The sisters also show that
they are one in the Integrity of Creation
by joining the Tree Planting activity at
SRP (South Road Project) last August
9 together with the students and some
teachers. Our community is trying to live
the motto: Passion for Truth and
Compassion for Humanity in our simple
way. We start it in our beautiful
community — beautiful and growing
community.  May we always live and
take care of our Religious community–
God’s beautiful gift of love. God bless
our Congregation!!!

  COMMISSION ON LOCAL/FOREIGN  &  RELATED MINISTRIES

A REFLECTION OF OUR
PRESENCE IN ROME

The Congregation of the Dominican
Sisters of St. Catherine of Siena -
Philippines started the apostolate in Rome
in the year 1989 in Santo Spiritu di Sassia
Church      ( Pastoral & Domestic Service )
then a year after in  Basilica di  Angeli until
1991.

July of 1993, the Oblates of Mary
Immaculate General Curia invited the
Congregation through the late Fr. Ernest
Sylvestre, OMI. We were invited for the
purpose of providing domestic services to
the Oblates of Mary Immaculate General
House.  The work was a new venture as
we have been trained in the educational
apostolate.  However, the five Sisters
assigned finds it enriching and were happy
to be able to collaborate with the Oblates
in Rome as we have been doing in the
Philippines, especially in Mindanao.

In October  of 1993, the Dominican Friars

General Curia invited the Congregation
through Fra Raymundo Bayaras, OP for a
Sister to work as an assistant to the General
Bursar of the Order. Dealing with global
financial matters and currencies was of
great challenge  to the Sister assigned as
we are used to the Philippines currency.
The Sister assigned is still the same and is
grateful for the collaborative family spirit
between the Order and the Congregation.

The five Sisters assigned in the OMI Curia
worked in the kitchen and Laundry.  They
served the whole Oblate community of the
General House and the International
Scholasticate.  However, in May 1998, a
new role of service was given to the Sisters.
They were transferred to the Secretariat,
the Treasury and Archives of the OMI
General Administration.

Having been in the school apostolate for
many years, the Sisters found their new
work interesting, easy and fulfilling as well.
They worked enthusiastically, patiently and
without complaint.  Eager to learn new
office methods and adopt new ideas, they
established themselves quickly and
professionally.

Sisters assigned in the OMI Curia-
General Administration:

Sr. Jeany Reburiano, OP- Local Superior
                     Finance  Office and
                    OblateInternational Pastoral
                         Investment
Sr. Cresencia Pantuhan, OP  - Archives
Sr. Susana Jabonete, OP      - Secretariat
Sr. Virginia Eria, OP     - Secretariat

Sister Assigned in the Dominican
Friars General Curia:

Sr. Theresa Juntado, OP- Asst. Syndic of
                   the     Order Finance Office
                     General Administration

Challenges and Difficulties:

Cultural Differences:  in the beginning there
was a language barrier because the Sisters
only spoke English. Even if they were sent
to a Language course for a month, they
still found it hard to communicate in Italian.

Food:  The Sisters had to get use eating
the Italian pasta.  Later, they were provided
with kitchen equipment   so they could cook
rice and other Filipino dishes.

Weather:   Philippines has sunny and rainy
seasons.  Extreme Roman summer and
winter can be brutal to delicate Pinay
Sisters.
Being so far from their families and friends,
enduring homesickness and loneliness,
can be daunting for those who are not
prepared for a mission abroad.  This is
particularly so during the first year.

Benefits and Blessings:

Apart from the financial benefits in terms of
stipends, regular retreats and spiritual
exercises are given to the Sisters.  We
have an annual retreat of 5 days to
reinvigorate and strengthen our
spiritual life. We also have daily
masses and monthly
recollections. 8
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A month of vacation is also given to the Sisters every year.  This gives them the opportunity
to visit friends and places outside Italy which is really educational for the Sisters. The
Sisters have an opportunity to go for higher theological studies in some Pontifical
Universities like Angelicum.

Rome has more than 40,000 Filipino
migrant workers. Their presence in Rome
gives us the opportunity to minister to their
spiritual needs.  We serve as Spiritual
Directors to the Legion of Mary and
perform various pastoral tasks in the
parishes. It is tiring but rewarding work
especially when we find the Filipino
Families coming together to pray.  One
Sister looks after the formation and spiritual
growth of Dominican Laity.  Hence, it is not
only the Filipino migrants who are enriched
but the Sisters themselves also grow in
their spiritual and social commitments.

We are grateful to God and the
Congregation for giving us this opportunity
to be missionaries in Rome, not only to
serve the OMI and OP General Curia but
also  preachers and bringer of God’s love
to our fellow country men and women.

Pics TalkPics TalkPics Talk Pics TalkPics Talk Pics Talk
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I
t  was a beautiful sunny day of July

 26, 2008 the 312th Foundation

Anniversary of the Dominican Sisters

of St. Catherine of Siena. At 6:30 the

Sisters from the Motherhouse, Siena

College and Generalate Communities

gathered for the Eucharistic

Celebration. Our sisters from nearby

Convents also came  Taytay, Binan,

Legarda and Bulacan to grace the

occasion. Bishop Honesto Ongtioco

from the Diocese of Cubao was the

main celebrant with Fr. Bien Trinilla,

OP the Prior of Sto. Domingo

Convent celebrating with Him. The

Religious Education Students (R.E.)

added fervor to the mass by their

angelic voices as they sung with

gusto. Bishop Honesto highlighted

the visionary gift of Mo. Francisca del

Espiritu Santo coupled by her ardent

prayers as the main factors that

guided the Congregation up to this

day.

Editorial Staff

Editor-In-chief
       Sr. Ma. Aurelia Navarro, OP

Associate Editors:
       Sr. Melanie Doña, OP
       Sr. Nelita Sumagaysay, OP
       Ms. Priscilla Faraon
       Sr. Mercedes Lalisan, OP
       Sr. Pat Moreno, OP
       Sr. Mary Ann Allag, OP
       Sr. Myra delos Santos, OP

We Love....We Praise...We Cel-

ebrate...
On the 312th Foundation Anniversary of the Congregation

at  the Motherhouse, Q.C.
by Sr. Nellie G. Sumagaysay, O.P.

At 9:00 AM the Sisters joyfully

joined the Ballroom Dancing at

the Mo. Francisca Conference

Hall led by our young sisters in

the Formation. Mirthful

laughers were all around the

corner as the young and the

not so young danced to the

great delight of the audience.

A simple dinner was served at

7:00 PM. It was followed by a

short program with a dance

number from the Siena College

Sisters, a tableau from the

Motherhouse Community,

another dance number from

the Formation and a very

special participation from our

Working Staff. The program

was Emceed by Kristine

Gaugano our Postulant and Sr.

Rea-Ann Ramos, OP our

Junior Professed Sister.

Indeed, there was so much joy

and harmony among the

Sisters. Mo. Francisca must

have laughed in heaven seeing

the Congregation flourished to

a very large extent. Not to be

outdone in generosity is Sr.

Anabelle Diaz, OP the superior

of the house welcoming the

sisters in her speech and her

gestures of love, while Mother

Teresa Examen, OP the

Prioress General thanked the

Lord and congratulated

everybody for sharing wholeheartedly

for the success of the affair. She likewise

inspired each one to keep the fire of love

burning by following the footsteps of

Mo. Francisca.

There is really much to thank God for

and the 312th Foundation Anniversary

of the Dominican Sisters of St.

Catherine of Siena is another proof of

God’s overflowing graces and countless

miracles. Mabuhay si Madre Fracisca!

Mabuhay ang  mga  Madre ng Siena!

Mabuhay tayong lahat!

Convent Staff

Postulants
& Aspirants

Siena College
Q.C. Community

Formation

Juniors

We Love...We Praise...We Celebrate...


